INTRODUCTION
Mazars Payroll Accounting solution caters fully to the company’s payroll requirements, including the
maintenance of Employees information and benefit details, computation and generation of Employee’s
Salaries, Leaves, Provident Fund, Loan and Advance s, Income Tax computation and Employee Expense details.





Mazars offers efficient services for processing and managing the firm’s Payroll function and
accounting workload without incurring any cost and labor on the firm’s side.
Eliminate all regulatory and compliance hassles faced by an organization by providing functional and
technical support to clients both on-site on off-site
Mazars offers ePayroll solution under the following Delivery models.





On Premise Deployment
Deployment under Shared Services – Availability of ePayroll on Cloud
Payroll Managed Services - Processing of client’s Payroll by Mazars

ENTERPRISE BUSINESS OBJECTIVES











Payroll Accounting solution enables you to focus on core business while cutting the costs and
providing complete, accurate and convenient Payroll processing
ePayroll is accessible via any web browser, eliminating any installation at the client.
ePayroll can manage Payroll Accounting function for multiple clients, thereby reducing any cost and
labor on the firm’s side.
ePayroll streamlines payday functions and improves accuracy by eliminating time-consuming,
administrative burden and clerical errors resulting from the manual preparation.
Addresses the business needs of for more meaningful and timely information. The application offers
flexibility in operation model which would cater to the needs of users in different types of industries.
Adapt to satisfy the evolving needs of its users in an efficient, timely and cost-effective manner
Ability to extract the information in Excel for further analysis by the management
Interface to General Ledger. Easily define debits and credits, map to your chart of accounts and export
GL data.
Comprehensive user-defined parameterization to implement policy changes quickly
Respond to Statutory internal and external information requests effectively (from Government
Agencies)

BENEFITS






BearingPoint’s Payroll Accounting Application
caters fully to a company’s Payroll requirements,
including the computation and generation of
Employee’s Salary, Leaves, Provident Fund, Loan
and Advance Ledgers, Income Tax computation
and Expense details.
Displays the employees in the company in a very
clear organized tabular view, with the ability to
sort the employees on their names, social security
numbers, or any other column in the employees
table.
Increased consistency of data, with improved and
quality reporting








Reduce your exposure to risk and increase
quality of service
Leverage to increase work volume without
increasing staff
Fast Payroll turnaround time
Application’s ability to extract the information
in PDF and Excel formats for further analysis
by the management
All statutory reporting related to Income tax,
EOBI, Social Security is covered
Single point of accountability

ABOUT MAZARS IN PAKISTAN
Our history in Pakistan goes as far back as 1984 when we were known as KPMG Consulting. In 2001, KPMG
separated its consulting division worldwide from its main accounting practice and was named BearingPoint.
We have now become a part of the Mazars Group, effective from 1 January, 2010.
We have a strong presence in Pakistan with offices in Karachi and Islamabad. The business and commercial
hub is in Karachi and we have a support office in Islamabad. Our team comprises of a large number of skilled
and qualified consultants, all of them having vast experience in a range of industries and solution areas.
Mazars in Pakistan also has a very strong regional presence and a reach that covers Afghanistan, Nepal,
Indonesia, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka
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Product Manager cFAS
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Abbasi Shaheed Road
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Tel: +92 21 111 000 221
Fax: +92 21 3563 5410
FOLLOW US:
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www.linkedin.com/company/mazars-pakistan

Detailed information available on
www.mazars.pk

